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An outcast queen. A stolen crown. A war with magic.Nimona Weston has fallen into a game

from which there’s no agreeable way out. The stakes have risen, putting everyone she loves at

risk. As she uncovers old secrets, the dark magic resting in the foundations of Inara begin to

stir. She’s running out of time. If Nim can’t find a way to stop the queen, the Trust will rise like

the river of power beneath the kingdom, devouring everything in its path.Magical contracts,

blood-debt accountants, and a deadly game. An epic fantasy with regency flair, an improper

and slightly stabby heroine with a penchant for trouble, clean, slow burn romance, and a dark

and twisty plot that pits magic against kings, love against power, and a gothic underworld

against a kingdom built on lies. Perfect for fans of Sorcery of Thorns and The Shadows

Between Us.

About the AuthorValerie Mathieu is Associate Professor at IAE Aix-Marseille, France, where

she is Director of the Management and Service Marketing Master’s and Associate Dean in

charge of Corporate Relations, Graduates and Continuing Education. --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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AuthorCharacter ArtCHAPTER 1Nim had stolen a lot of things in her time working for the Trust

but never a throne. She stared at the silver crown on the desk before her, unease dancing

through her gut. Nimona Weston had been born to court then cast out for her family’s ties to

magic, bound by a tether so dark that she could barely speak of it. She was about to become a

queen.“Fates take us.” It was not precisely a helpful thing to say, but she had nothing else. Her

contract with the Trust had been broken, but Nim was hardly free. The footing they held was too

treacherous to allow her to even draw an easy breath.Warrick, sitting across from her in the

dim light of his private study, said nothing. Her lone savior, he’d been outed not only as heir to

Inara but as a man who held magic in his blood. As a traitor to the kingdom.It had not stopped

him from taking the throne. Nim’s memory of that moment was still fresh—Warrick in the center

of the throne room, his magic roiling around him and rumbling through Nim’s very bones as the

courtiers surrounding them fell. It had been the worst sort of betrayal to the kingdom, never

mind that taking power had not been his wish at all.He watched her now, emotions held in

check, a few dark hairs damp against his temple, where he’d splashed away the remaining

evidence of blood. Hours before, Warrick’s mother, head of the Trust and enemy of the

kingdom, had killed King Stewart.It had been revealed the king had sired a second heir. Rhen

was Warrick’s full-blood brother, unlike Calum, who only shared a mother with Warrick. Rhen

was the son of the dead king.Hours before, Warrick had become Nim’s husband. Her head was

still spinning with the lot of it. No part of her was certain how they were meant to move forward,

how to deal with subjects who did not trust their king in a kingdom at the brink of a war, or how

to even keep their own fool heads attached to their necks when so many wanted them on the

block for their crimes.She’d no idea what to do or what was next. If there was anything she was

sure of, it was that Warrick owed her answers. She glanced up at him in his place across the

desk, the crown between them a symbol of all that had gone wrong.“If you wear it, you become

a target.” His words were not a threat or a warning, only a fact. She had chosen to stand with

him as his queen before the courtiers and officers of the court as he’d claimed Stewart’s

throne. They wanted him dead, and they would take his queen with him. An intimation—the

strange sense of thoughts and emotions that Nim could detect from those who used magic—

came from Warrick that she was fairly certain he had meant to hide: if she hadn’t taken his

hand, if she hadn’t stood with him, she might have had a chance to be safe. He wanted nothing

more than to protect her, but that chance was gone.“I was already a target,” she said. “If not to

Inara, then to the Trust. There’s no escaping for me.” Her father’s bargain had tied her to the

magic—a bargain that said Nim was to decide the fate of the heir of Inara. It was no accident

the head of the Trust’s terms had been so vague. The woman had plans that did not bode well



for anyone in the kingdom, particularly her middle son, whom she’d just forced into stealing a

throne.Warrick shook his head, glancing solemnly at the crown. “Seems simple enough, does it

not? You have no magic in your blood. They could support your rule.”She barked a laugh. Nim

was no queen, no matter that she’d somehow married a not-entirely-usurper king. She’d known

royalty and understood a great many things about how the kingdom worked, but that meant

nothing. She’d been turned away from good society as a girl. Power was how a person was

perceived. Even associating with those who dealt in magic was punishable by hanging.What

Nim and Warrick had done was impossible to imagine. She was bound to magic. He held it in

his blood. His becoming king was worse than anything the citizens of Inara could have ever

feared, even if Warrick had only acted to save the kingdom from the very thing they should fear

most: the Trust.“They want nothing of me,” Nim said. “Less should they find out the hold that

magic has on me.”He stood, turning to face the high arched windows on the far wall of his

study. “They don’t have to know. What they know of me is enough.”Shame colored his

admission, despite that Nim could detect nothing of the sort from his expression or tone. His

intimations had been coming more clearly, and she could not help but recall what the head of

the Trust had said when they’d been alone in her chambers—how Nim was rooting around in

their thoughts, as if it had never been their intentions for her to sense them at all.Calum had

perfected the act of communicating through intimations, carefully controlling what he meant to

share and how to hold back so that he might lie to Nim and imagine things that would cause

her pain. He’d had years of practice at it, since he’d first encountered her as a girl. His talent

was what she had come to expect from them. Yet Warrick seemed to let slip emotions he’d no

intention of revealing. And Rhen could project his thoughts so effectively that his seemed to

tangle with her own. Worse, he had somehow found a way to keep the sense of his magic from

her the same way the queen had, so Nim was not aware they were near until it was too late to

run.Outside the window, the sun had risen, never mind that Warrick and Nim had not slept at

all. Fates what they were, the pair had spent their wedding night overthrowing a kingdom. It

was only what she should have come to expect, she supposed.Shouts echoed through the

corridor, a reminder that their positions were far from settled. Warrick turned from the window,

moving around back of Nim to place a hand on her shoulder. He gave it a light squeeze. “We

should prepare.”He crossed the room to don the accoutrements of his new station, and she

stared after, unsure if he’d managed any reassurance with the touch at all. Rather than

confidence and conviction, she felt his concern and uncertainty—and with it the undeniable pull

of his magic and the sense that they were about to do something that could never be

undone.She felt as if the warmth had seeped from her, and Nim finally stood, taking the crown

from the desk to place it carefully upon her head. It was silver and gemstone, formed into

spikes reminiscent of the dagger strapped to her thigh. She sighed, thinking of the crowd of

courtiers about to confront her, and wondered whether placing her weapon on the outside of

her gown might be more fitting. Deciding a bolder show of power than a mere dagger was

called for, she crossed into Warrick’s bedchamber—it was unlikely to ever be hers, given the

pair would move to an entirely different suite as king and queen—and shook off the

complicated thoughts as she headed for the wardrobe that held Wesley’s family sword. Wes

had given her ample permission to use it after he’d discovered that, unlike him, Nim could

actually wield a magical blade. And she wasn’t foolish enough to think she stood a chance

holding her own against trained soldiers with anything less.The drawer came open soundlessly,

revealing the familiar blanket covering the weapon. But when Nim slid the blanket aside, she

found more than the magic-forged sword. Breath seized in her chest, she took in the cane that

Calum had carried for all the years he’d been her keeper. Magic throbbed within the carved



wood and etched metal, a horrible pulse that made her want to snatch her hand away while

somehow drawing her in. She did not touch it. She only stared.Something moved behind her,

and she tossed the blanket back over the weapons. Warrick’s breath brushed against the skin

of her neck, easing her sudden fear. “I took possession of it when Calum was imprisoned in the

castle dungeon.”That was before Nim had stabbed a Trust heir and broken the contract that

had held him there. Before Warrick had walked into the Trust to save her and broken the terms

of his own bargain. Before Calum had gone free.“Fates save us,” she whispered again.“I could

not abide the violence he committed with it. So long as I live, he’ll not use the thing to harm

you.”Nim understood. The things Calum had done were difficult to look at, even for her. If she

could be glad of anything, it was that he no longer possessed the horrible thing.Warrick turned

her to face him, his arms sliding around her waist. “So long as I am alive, he’ll not harm you at

all.”“You cannot promise that,” she said.His hand rose to her cheek, thumb grazing her skin.

“Then I swear it, my love. For nothing would kill me as quickly as losing you to them.”She was

nearly overwhelmed at the emotions coming from him. So dark and powerful, they were full of

the loss of his father, the grief and anger at what was being forced upon them, and a devotion

to her so fierce that it threatened to take her breath away.His dark gaze trailed to her lips,

where she’d bitten down from a long habit of locking away her reactions.He came forward

slowly then pressed a soft kiss to her lips. He stayed until every restraint she’d built had broken,

then he drew away, just as slowly, and the intimations went with him. “I’ll see you outside.”He

strode from the room as if he hadn’t just disassembled her joints, and she leaned against the

chest of drawers until she regained her strength. They were about to face something terrible,

and he had asked that they might do so together. Until the end.Nim drew a deep breath, turned

to flip the blanket aside once more, then snatched the sword before the magic could call her to

touch Calum’s horrible cane. She was out the door in moments, sword in hand and wardrobe

secure, with a solid plan to request Calum’s weapon be moved to somewhere other than where

she and Warrick would sleep. When she opened the door to the sitting room, it was with more

force than she’d intended. The lot of its occupants startled to attention.Nim walked into the

room to find Maris dressed not as a simple lady’s maid but in the uniform of a queen’s

protector. Whatever stealth the woman might have aimed for before was gone. Nim was queen,

and Maris would strike down anyone who tried to harm her. She gave a swift nod, her hand on

the hilt of her own sword. Neither had a chance to speak before Wes moved. Nim tossed the

sword onto a chair, fully aware of how much pain proximity to the blade would cause him.He

slammed into her with more vigor and familiarity than was usual in what was clearly meant to

be a hug. Her arms wound around him, and after a moment, a breath eased out of his lanky

frame. With that breath, it was as if she could feel his devastation, his desperate desire for

those he cared for to be out of harm’s way.“I know,” she whispered. “I’m sorry.” She wasn’t

certain exactly what for—the death of a king, the loss of the sense of safety that came with a

kingdom being shaken to its core, or the fact that each of them faced an uncertain future. The

recent events had taken away any chance at all of normalcy for Warrick and, in turn, young

Wes. Both Nim and Wesley sighed, then he pulled back, glancing sheepishly at her.Nim held

his gaze. There was no shame in what he was feeling. He and Nim had lost everything in each

of their parents’ long-ago attempts to save King Stewart and keep Inara safe. The task now fell

on Nim’s and Warrick’s shoulders.“I’ll need you,” Nim told Wes. “And I’m grateful to have you

all.” Her gaze fell to Maris, who had not flinched away from the exchange, then to the other

guards in the room. Nim realized with a start the man nearest her was Bramwell, one of

Warrick’s personal guards and a man she’d knocked from a wagon with the very magic-forged

sword she’d just tossed onto the chair. She’d wielded it against the man, who well and truly



towered over her, and Nim had entirely prevailed. Apologetically, of course. “I’m glad to see

you’re well,” she told the man.Bramwell’s nod seemed to imply the sentiment was mutual, but

he noticeably did not make eye contact with her crown.Maris stepped forward. “Majesty.”The

title sent a cold spike of fear through Nim, though she understood Maris’s word was merely a

question of whether Nim was ready to face the coming task. She was not ready; she might

never be. In fact, she would have been an entirely wooden-headed halfwit to let them go

through with it at all.She gave a sharp nod.Maris’s lip twitched, but it was the only lapse in

ceremony as she turned to give a swift gesture to the other guards. Two guards opened the

door to the corridors, where several more stood at attention, then Maris led as Nim followed,

sword at her hip. Bramwell, Wes, and the others fell in behind. In the corridor, they met Warrick,

who stood in conference with even more of his men.Warrick radiated power. He was tall and

handsome and, for all that was sacred, Nim’s husband. Even if only for the last few hours. He

glanced up at her from beneath a dark brow, the silver coronet of a seneschal upon his head.

Stewart’s crown had remained with his body.He will die a king, Warrick had murmured as they

stood alone with him where he lay in state. They had both been awash with regret, loss, and

the realization of the utter disaster that had unfolded upon them. He had taken nothing from

Stewart aside from his signet ring. Warrick now wore it upon his finger after placing it there only

hours before, when they’d watched Stewart burn.Illness was not suffered to spoil the earth. No

matter that magic had bloomed Stewart’s lesions, his body had been destroyed by fire. The

same as Nim’s mother. She swallowed hard but held Warrick’s gaze. He moved to meet her,

turning so that the pair of them might walk the corridors side by side, the way that they would

enter the hall as the future king and queen.“Their Majesties—” the herald announced, leaving

off abruptly at Warrick’s look. No need for any too-specific title that might cause uproar before

their coming pronouncements had even begun.Nim drew a steadying breath. She felt Warrick’s

warmth beside her but not much else. He’d apparently decided to chain down the emotions that

had to be roiling through him, and little wonder, given that his anger the previous night had

revealed his secret to the world.The hall smelled of perfumes and was crowded with warm,

anxious bodies. Tension and tapestries hung throughout the space, a buffer to the sounds that

might have otherwise echoed in Nim’s ears. Warrick tensed, and Nim had to restrain herself

from reaching to grasp his hand. The only things holding her fool feet from running out of the

hall were the weight of the crown atop her head and the weight of his solemn presence beside

her.“Your Majesty,” said a tall and richly uniformed man before the dais as he offered

assistance up the stairs.Her hands trembling, palms slick with sweat, Nim ignored the

footman’s proffered hand.Upon the dais, Warrick gave the exchange a cursory glance before

his gaze returned to the watching crowd. The courtiers would know they had no real chance to

stand against him after the display of power that had knocked them all off their feet, not to

mention that he had apparently suffered no lasting injury from the arrows that had driven

through his shoulder and thigh. But knowing they could not win against him did not mean they

would accept him.She swallowed down a sigh, leaning into the warmth of Warrick’s magic. No

part of her wanted to think of the way he’d used his power or to consider how much it would

change the future of Inara. He’d had no choice but to act, because of Nim. Because of what

she’d done. Never mind that the crown fit her just a little too well, as if it had been made for her,

despite that she’d only just learned she would be queen. It was impossible not to think of what

Warrick had said about her being his partner—his equal—as if he’d planned for her to be his

queen all along.He might not have known what the Trust would do, but he’d known the end was

nearing for Stewart. They both had. That was why the king had warned her away. But she’d not

listened. Nim had wanted to save Warrick from the Trust.She’d done no such thing, though. The



important bit, she thought, was that Warrick had wanted Nim at his side. He had protected her.

He was the only thing that had kept her safe. But thoughts of a broken contract and the knife

wound in her belly that he’d somehow healed rose anew. She felt a strange twinge at the

memory of Warrick wrapped protectively around her, his mother looking on. Bound, they’d said.

She was bound to Warrick.Nim glanced at the man beside her, the first king with magic in his

blood. She did not know what he had bargained. She would ask him—just as soon as they

crowned themselves king and queen of Inara.CHAPTER 2Nim stood beside Warrick at the

center of the throne room, where Stewart had died only the night before. Killed, she reminded

herself, taken by the Trust in their game for control. The kingdom outside would be in mourning.

Not just for their king but their very way of life. But the courtiers before Nim and Warrick looked

on with hatred in their eyes. They desired nothing more than Warrick’s end. Their seneschal

had betrayed them. As head of law and order for the kingdom, he’d been the very man

responsible for keeping magic at bay. Even if it had been Stewart who’d demanded the laws,

Warrick had enforced them. In every instance when a person had been hanged for association

with the Trust, for dealings with those who held magic, the deed had been carried out at his

direction. All the while, Warrick had held magic too. The citizens of Inara knew it.And beside

him was the outcast who’d been brought under the kingdom’s protection, the girl they’d

stripped of status. She’d returned as more than a mere daughter of a one-time king’s advisor,

but as a constable to assist Warrick. They had mocked her and scorned her, and now they

would call her queen. They would have to bow to her.She tamped down a wild urge to laugh at

the absurdity. Then a sharp chill bit at her skin, and Nim’s gaze was roaming the crowd.

Warrick wasn’t the only heir. Rhen was Stewart’s heir as well. The queen had planned for such

an outcome all along. The queen had plans still.“Members of the court, I stand before you this

morning with no promises of an easy time ahead.” Warrick’s voice remained steady, his gaze

drifting slowly over the crowd. “My father, King Stewart, held his plans for the kingdom close to

his chest. So that those who plotted against the kingdom and all it stands for could not prosper.

So that Inara would not be brought down by those who wish to wrest control.”An unpleasant

murmur whispered through the courtiers. Nim did not have to hear it clearly to understand they

meant Warrick was one of them.He spoke over the dissent. “We failed you, myself, the king,

and his advisors.” Warrick’s gaze came briefly to Nim. “It was not the first time we have lost in

our ceaseless battle with the Trust.”A hush fell instantly at his words, a collective indrawn

breath among the crowd. No one had spoken of the Trust so boldly, not even Stewart dying

upon his throne. And Warrick had more than minor ties to the Trust.A strange feeling of delight

swam to Nim from somewhere beyond the onlookers, and her gaze darted across the room,

searching for its source. She did not see Calum or Rhen, but certainly if one were present,

Warrick would sense it. He stood calm beside her, emotions and intimations locked tight within.

Wesley stood before the dais with Maris, Warrick’s guards posted only at the entrances. The

seneschal’s secret was out. There would be no need of guards to protect him when he could

use his magic freely. The only thing Warrick needed to fear was the Trust.But magic wasn’t to

be used freely, not truly. It always had a cost. That cost was why the queen hoarded it beneath

the kingdom, why she stayed so close to the river of power that fed her magic. The scars on

Nim’s shoulder stung, as they always did, a constant reminder of the only sacrifice she’d ever

made. She would do it again to save Alice, but she had never made a bargain willingly. Not until

she’d tried to bargain with the head of the Trust.“And as such,” Warrick continued, “the kingdom

must be secured. The walls will be sealed. No one will pass through our boundaries until the

matter is settled.”Shouts of outrage ripped through the hall, their dissent no longer quieter than

their anger and fear.“The kings before have done all that was necessary to keep the kingdom



safe, no matter the cost. That tradition will continue, not despite the cost Inara has paid but

because of it.”Another round of shouting followed, but Warrick did not silence it. He only stood,

appearing calm and steady as the tumult raged on. There was nothing they could do to stop it,

nothing at all men and women of flesh and blood could do to stand against magic. Hands

shifted to sword hilts, but the courtiers understood they could not win.Warrick was not only their

king. He held power in his very blood.They left the throne room to the unsettled crowd. During

the final announcements, the crowd had seemed to grow slowly aware of the castle guard

shifting at the exits as they prepared to deal with any uprising once Warrick’s presence was no

longer a threat. Gestures between the guard made clear that Warrick had already given

instructions for the securing of the wall, for containing the citizens and dampening unrest. What

he noticeably had not done was pronounce himself king.Warrick barked orders to his remaining

guards as he and Nim made their way through the halls. The guards stepped away to carry out

their tasks, but Warrick’s pace did not slow. When he finally stopped outside a room with a lock

system that appeared to be as complicated as the one in the dungeon cells, Nim drew a much-

needed breath. Wes and Maris were given their orders, and Warrick escorted Nim into the

room alone.She felt the warmth of his magic as the torches and candles lit throughout the

space, throwing a soft glow over dusty shelves and disused furniture. Long floral tapestries in

rich red and gold were scattered at random intervals over the smooth stone walls. The room

appeared to be a study of sorts, though the cabinets bore locks, and the few chairs did not

appear to have been crafted for comfort.She let her eyes trail over the shelves only a moment

before she turned to Warrick. Beyond him, half covered by draperies, was a painting of a long-

ago king’s conquest of a long-ago head of the Trust. Nim doubted the accuracy of such a scene

—the Trust had surely gone underground by means other than a mere king’s sword—which

was likely why the art was hidden away. And because only a fool would tempt them to fight

once more.“This room is safe,” Warrick told her. “We may speak at ease.”“I felt magic in the

throne room.”He nodded. “Rhen.”“And you didn’t stop him? You’ve locked down the entire

kingdom, and yet he’s to roam unchecked within these walls?”“Nimona—”She drew an

involuntarily breath, her hand coming to cover her mouth as Calum’s warning rushed back to

her. The man who had promised to repay her had free rein to move about the kingdom, to use

the magic of the Trust anywhere he pleased.“They’re no longer bound to the undercity.” Her

words were barely more than a whisper as she sat heavily on one of the carved wood chairs.

“We’ve set them free.” Her eyes went to his. “I’ve set them free.”Warrick knelt before her, taking

her hands in his. “No. None of this is your fault. She has manipulated our fates since the

beginning, forced us into this path and this path alone.” He did not say her name, did not call

her mother. Nim didn’t think it was superstition; Warrick did not want to say her name for darker

reasons. His thumb ran a slow line over Nim’s palm. “She bound me from telling you, from

telling anyone. You could never have known what she meant for us.”Warrick had to marry Nim,

to be joined to her by a vow that superseded his vows to the king and his contract with Calum,

before he could speak the Trust’s secrets. Warrick had not been able to reveal Calum and

Rhen were his brothers or that his mother was the dark queen who’d trapped her by magic.

Nim had been forced to make the discoveries on her own. And every time Warrick had planned

to tie himself to her by the laws of Inara, his plans had been thwarted by the king. Nim

wondered whether Stewart would have allowed their union if the Trust had not been so against

it. She wondered exactly how much the king had known.The head of the Trust had clearly

orchestrated far more than Nim had feared. Warrick’s gaze met hers, his eyes unnaturally

green in the light of a dozen magic-bought flames.“When she agreed to your bargain, she

knew that if you were bound to me, then you would be unable to bind yourself to Stewart with



magic.” Unable to save the king Warrick had been so long trying to protect. “That’s why she

agreed, why she didn’t just let me die.”There was a strange sensation from Warrick that was

gone too fast for Nim to make out. She didn’t know if it was because the idea hurt him or

because that was not the true reason the head of the Trust had allowed her to live. Maybe

Warrick’s mother had a use for her yet.“Warrick, what did you give her in the bargain to save

me?”He let out a slow breath, his thumb still tracing the lines of her palm. “That Rhen would be

recognized as my blood should I ever become king.”The sound that came out of Nim could not

have been called decorous, and the fact only made her more aware of the weight of her crown.

“So, what? He’s just allowed to live here? To come and go among court—among us—as he

pleases?”“No.” Warrick’s fingers tightened around hers. “I will deal with him. I’ve made no

bargain beyond his acknowledgment, and that’s no more than what he has already managed

himself.”Unease settled in the pit of Nim’s stomach. The head of the Trust had not wanted to

give Warrick the deal. Nim had felt it and heard portions of their argument. Clearly, she’d

wanted Stewart dead, which meant that the trade she’d made was somehow bad for her plan.

“Why should she give up the bargain just to have Rhen recognized when Stewart’s crown

would first go to you—and if not you, then someone the Trust already had in place? Warrick, is

she plotting to do to you what she did to Stewart—” Her words cut off at memories of the king.

The same signet ring pressed against her hand now had been on Stewart’s broken fingers only

the night before.“That would be poorly done,” Warrick said, expression grim.“Poorly done,” she

echoed. “But you cannot say she won’t.” Nim swallowed hard. “Because you vowed not to lie to

me.” Fates save them, it only grew worse and worse. “Tell me. All of the secrets out.

Now.”Warrick stood, crossed to a tall cabinet, then unlocked the door. He came back to her,

moving a chair so that he sat before her, and held out a palm to reveal a dozen thin silver rings.

“Stewart was just a boy when they got to him.” Warrick’s gaze was on the metal that rested

against his palm, his voice far away. Making him speak of someone he’d only just lost felt cruel,

but there was too much at stake to wait any longer. “They lured him with a promise, with the

security of knowing what his future held.” His dark lashes swept slowly upward as his eyes met

hers once more. He was so close, she could make out tiny fissures of darker color within the

green. Those dark lines resembled eyes Nim had seen elsewhere, a hint of his father among a

shade unnaturally bright.“For the young son of a king,” Warrick continued, “such a prospect

was irresistible. But Stewart knew not to let them take his blood. He’d been warned what they

could do should he be compromised. Gifts cannot be freely given, and so anything that they

might take would have a price.”Nim felt sick.“He was manipulated for years and, eventually, fell

into one of their traps. When they had him, it was little work to draw him further and further in.

They threatened everything that mattered to him. I suspect, at the time, his bargain with her

seemed like hope. Like she would be his savior.” Warrick wet his lips.Nim could not judge

Stewart. Yes, he’d been in line for the throne and had much to lose, but Nim herself knew the

dangers of magic as well as anyone. And yet she sat with one of the most powerful of the Trust,

wearing his ring and a crown. She reached out, brushing a fingertip over the silver rings

scattered on Warrick’s palm.“He was given a prophecy of sorts, one that warned against silver

and Moontide, of a betrayal by someone close to him, and the way in which he might lose his

throne.” His eyes came up to hers once more. “When anyone came into his circle, they were

unburdened of their silver.”Nim felt Warrick’s intimation that the entire room was full of such

seized finery, each locked cabinet filled with trinkets that Stewart could not abide. There was

nothing of magic in them, nothing that called to Nim, and the rings in Warrick’s hand did not

bite or sting at her touch. But Stewart would not have known—he’d lacked the ability to sense

magic. He’d possessed only the fear of what was to come.“But—” She felt herself worrying her



lip and forced it free. “He was killed by the Trust.”Warrick made a noncommittal noise in his

throat. “Bargains are rarely so straightforward as to allow themselves to be thwarted.” He

dumped the pile of rings on a small table beside him then drew the coronet from his head. He

placed it on her lap, the silver bright against the dark fabric of her skirts. It was nothing more

than a large silver ring glistening in the torchlight.Nim went cold, her eyes snapping up from the

coronet to Warrick. “You—fates take them—you think they made him believe it was you? Your

betrayal?”He shrugged. “It matters not. Nothing can be done to untangle their web of trickery

now. They’ve taken him and, in doing so, what little trust he had in me.”It was disgusting. And

ridiculous. And unbefitting a person of their power. “They cannot bargain such with him. That’s

not a prophecy. That’s—” She managed nothing but a crude swear.“Mmm,” Warrick agreed.

“Not more than anyone has come to expect from them, though.” He gave her a look. “She did

not leave the bargain without securing an heir and a spare, after all.”Something entirely

unsettling rose from Warrick, an intimation that was so dark and filled with pain that Nim could

make out no words, only the disquiet of the emotion. “And you,” he said, “here now, with a

prophecy of your own.”To decide the fate of the heir of Inara.They were not pleasant words, but

he hadn’t said them to hurt her. He owed her the truth, she’d asked for it, and it was what she

would get, whether it was agreeable or not.Vow aside, he did not have to lie to her, because

they were married. A niggling chain of thoughts surfaced—Maris’s words, the magistrate, the

hasty ceremony that had been followed by Stewart’s demise.Their vows had been spoken

differently beneath Lady Sybil’s instruction, though only by a few words. But words mattered.

Beneath stone and sky, not between. Beneath. They were the vows that would be spoken by

those of the Trust, whose magic rested below the foundations of Inara. Nim hadn’t realized at

the time—how could she have?—but it felt significant to be joined by vows that were

recognized by both Inara and the Trust. It felt impossible that she was bound to Warrick by

magic as well.“What does it mean that I’m bound to you?”He took her hand again. “It… means

you are here.” Alive. Not bled out on the floor of an undercity chamber.She did not miss the

hesitation in his words. The ordeal with his mother had been difficult for both Warrick and Nim.

He hadn’t been stabbed, though, so her sympathy on the matter only went so far. She needed

answers. “How?”“The binding allowed me to heal you without stealing from you a sacrifice that

one who was dying could not pay.” He’d explained before that a dying soul or a soul bound by

contract who might never get free, that they would have nothing to give that was more valuable

than their life.“But magic always has a cost.”His nod was infinitesimal.“So,” she said, more

sharply than a new bride might normally and with more than a pinch of dread, “how was my

debt paid?”“By my bargain,” he said. “To acknowledge one brother and let the other run

free.”Warrick’s mother had bound him and Nim. He’d made clear with his threats that she was

the only one who could. Which meant, ultimately, that the magic had come from the source,

from the dark well of power that swam beneath the Trust.Nim pressed a hand to her stomach,

unsure whether it was a reflex related to the wound he had healed or that she might be sick.

The magic that flowed in the pits of the undercity had never been given freely at all. It had been

stolen by the Trust in their bid to accumulate power.It had been taken from the desperate, the

unwilling. Stolen from men like Nim’s father.
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